Supreme Court of Korea

Supreme Court Building
The Supreme Court Building is the seat of the Supreme Court of the Republic of Korea.
The construction of the current building was completed on September 23, 1995, marking the 100th
anniversary of the introduction of modern judicial system. The sixteen-story building, with total ground area
of 66,500m2, is situated in 219 Seocho-daero, Seocho-gu, Seoul.

You can find more detailed information by
scanning the QR code.
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Chief Justice’s Message
The intrinsic role of justice is to resolve social disputes
within the framework of the rule of law in a fair and
peaceful way. With such a role of justice in mind, all
members of the judiciary of the Republic of Korea are
doing our utmost to win public trust by providing a
‘decent trial’ based on a thorough review of cases
through which parties can readily accept the trial
procedure and its outcome.
I believe the fountain of wisdom for realizing such a
decent trial does not necessarily lie within our border.
The Korean judiciary values new perspectives and
insights gained through maintaining a close relationship
with other judiciaries abroad, actively participating in
the international rules-making process as a member of
international organizations, and conducting research on
foreign judicial system.
This booklet provides an introduction to the Korean judiciary, its organization, composition, and its role. I hope
the booklet helps you learn about the Korean judiciary and serves as a tool to expand the breadth and depth of
communication with all of you.

- Chief Justice KIM Myeongsu
Chief Justice KIM Myeongsu was born in Busan on October 12, 1959. He received an LL.B. from Seoul National
University, College of Law in 1981, and passed the 25th National Judicial Examination in 1983. He was appointed
as a judge in March, 1986.
Since he began his judgeship at Northern Branch Court of Seoul District Court, he served as a judge at various
courts including the Supreme Court Research Division, Seoul Central District Court, Patent Court, and Seoul
High Court. He was appointed as Chief Justice while serving as the Chief Judge of Chuncheon District Court.
He was sworn in as the 16th Chief Justice of the Republic of Korea in September, 2017. During his 30-plus
year judicial career, he made an unwavering commitment to guaranteeing the basic rights of the people,
protecting the minorities, and firmly establishing the rule of law by conducting trials and engaging in judicial
administration.
Chief Justice Kim is the author of numerous articles on various areas of law. His articles on labor law include
“Pay deductions during a period of industrial actions (1998)” and “Conducting layoffs and disputes subject to
industrial actions (2005)”, while “Retroactive effect of judgment on affirmation of non-existence of a resolution
by the shareholder’s general meeting (1993)” and “Binding force of the Constitutional Court’s modified forms
of decisions (Constitutional in certain context, Unconstitutional in certain context, and Unconformable to the
Constitution) and adjudication in general courts (1997)” are articles on commercial and constitutional law,
respectively.
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The Logo of the Judiciary
The logo features the Goddess of
Justice designed in a modern style.
Its colors and firm lines symbolize
the strong devotion of the judiciary
to serve the public and to administer
justice. The logo also aims to
enhance the recognition level of the
judiciary through its universal image.
The logo was developed to create a
unified visual image of the judiciary.
Internally, it creates unity: and
externally it delivers a consistent
image of the court.
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Organization of the Judiciary
Powers and Authority
The courts are provided with the power to judge all legal disputes unless otherwise provided by the Constitution.
The exceptions are found where the Constitution vests the power to judge some constitutional issues in the
Constitutional Court and vests the power to examine the qualifications and to take disciplinary measures against
lawmakers in the National Assembly.
Other than the power to adjudicate disputes, the courts also exercise the power to administer and supervise
extra-judicial matters such as immovable and movable properties, secured claim registration, family relations
registration, deposit, and the duties of enforcement officers and judicial scriveners.

Types of Courts
The Courts of Korea are comprised of the Supreme Court, High Court, District Court, Patent Court, Family
Court, Administrative Court, and Bankruptcy Court. The basic three-tier system is composed of district courts,
high courts and the Supreme Court as general courts. Other courts exercise specialized functions with the Patent
Court positioned at the same level as high courts, and Family Court, Administrative Court and Bankruptcy Court
are positioned at the same level as district courts.
In order to handle part of the affairs of district courts and family courts, the district courts and family courts may
establish a branch court, a family branch court, a municipal court, and a registration office under their jurisdiction.
Branches of the district courts and family courts may be united into one branch court.

Court Adjudication Procedure
Trials are presided either by a single judge or a panel of three judges. In general, all hearings and rendering of
judgments are open to the public. However, if there is any possibility that holding a public hearing could impair
national security, public peace and order, or be contrary to good morals, the court may decide not to open the
hearings to the public. In either case, rendering of judgments must be open to the public under all circumstances.
Videotaping, taking photographs or live broadcasting in a courtroom without prior permission of the presiding
judge is not permissible.
The court may confine for not more than 20 days, or fine for not more than 1 million Korean won (approximately
US$ 888 as of march 2019), or impose both on a person who interrupts the conduct of a trial by harsh language,
disturbance, etc.
The court conducts its trial procedures in Korean language. Interpretation can be arranged when a party does not
understand Korean language.
Except in military courts, adjudication including hearings and rendering judgment is presided by a judge or a
panel of judges. However, as for certain types of the criminal cases, the Citizen Participation in Criminal Trials in
which citizens directly participate as jurors, has been implemented based on the Act on Citizen Participation in
Criminal Trials since its enactment on January 1, 2008.
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The Citizen Participation in Criminal Trials system is an independently developed system comprising of elements
from the American-style jury system and German-style citizen-judge system. Unique characteristics of the Citizen
Participation in Criminal Trials are that: (1) the jury would issue a verdict independently from the judge, but if the
jury is unable to reach a unanimous verdict of guilt or non-guilt, the jury shall hear evidence-related opinions of
judges who take part in the trial before re-delivering a verdict. If the jury continuously fails to reach a unanimous
verdict, a verdict will be abided by the majority decision; (2) jurors could express their opinions regarding
sentencing; however, (3) the judge would not be bound by the jury’s verdicts and sentencing opinions. This
Citizen Participatory Trial would be held upon the request by defendants of criminal cases.

Appeal Process
A party unsatisfied with the judgment rendered by a trial court is entitled to appeal the judgment. Appellate
trials are heard in high courts in principle. However, the appellate cases tried by a single judge are heard by the
appellate division established in the district courts.
A party unsatisfied with the judgment of appellate jurisdiction may appeal the judgment to the Supreme Court,
the final and highest tribunal. Since the Supreme Court deals with the question of law, the grounds of re-appeal to
the Supreme Court are limited as prescribed in the civil procedure, the criminal procedure, etc.
Appellate Process
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Supreme Court

Composition
The Supreme Court is comprised of the Chief Justice and 13 Justices. The Chief Justice and Justices of the
Supreme Court are appointed by the President with the consent of the National Assembly. As for Justices, the
Chief Justice has to first submit recommendations for appointment to the President. One of the 13 Justices
serves as the Minister of National Court Administration and the Minister does not sit on the bench in the
Supreme Court Trials.
The Committee on Recommendation of Justice Candidates is formed under the Supreme Court when
necessary, to create a list of justice candidates from which the Chief Justice submits recommendations for
appointments to the President.

Jurisdiction
As the court of last resort, the Supreme Court hears appeals against judgments or rulings rendered by the
high courts, the Patent Court, and the appellate panels of the district courts or the family courts in civil,
criminal, administrative, patent and domestic relations cases. Under special circumstances, the Supreme
Court hears exceptional appeals against the judgments made in the first instance. It has the authority
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to review rulings rendered by the Korean Maritime Safety Tribunal in accordance with the ‘Act on the
Investigation of, and Inquiry into Marine Accidents’. It also has exclusive jurisdiction over the validity of the
presidential or parliamentary election.
The Supreme Court has the power to make a final review on the constitutionality or legality of administrative
decrees, regulations or actions, when their constitutionality or legality is at issue in a trial.

Exercise of Jurisdiction
The jurisdiction of the Supreme Court is exercised by the en banc court or a panel which composed of three
or more Justices. The en banc court is composed of not less than two-thirds of all the Justices with the Chief
Justice presiding. Currently, a panel is composed of four Justices and there are three panels. All judgments
rendered by each panel must be made unanimously. As for the cases deliberated by the en banc court, the
decisions are made on a majority basis.
The panels of Justices cover most of the cases that are appealed to the Supreme Court. However, a case is
referred to the en banc court in the event that a panel fails to reach a consensus or if the case falls under one
of the following categories:
• where it is deemed that any order, rule, or regulation is in contravention of the Constitution or contrary to
Acts;
• where it is deemed necessary to modify such opinion on the application of the interpretation of the
Constitution, Acts, administrative decrees, and regulations, as was formerly decided by the Supreme
Court; and
• where it is deemed that a trial by a panel is not proper.
At the Supreme Court proceedings, some cases are recognized as special cases according to the ‘Act on
Special Cases concerning Procedure for Trial by the Supreme Court’. When the grounds for appeal to the
Supreme Court submitted by the appellant do not fall under such categories enumerated by the law, the
Supreme Court is to dismiss the appeal without further examining the case. The reasons for dismissal need
not to be stated. This is called Discontinuation of Adjudication. This is not applicable to criminal appeals.

Judicial Administration
Judicial administration refers to the administrative management affairs including organization, human
resources, budgets, accounting, facilities management, etc., which are necessary to operate the judiciary.
The Chief Justice exercises general control over judicial administrative affairs, and directs and supervises
personnel with respect to judicial administrative affairs. The Chief Justice may delegate part of the authority
to direct and supervise to the Minister of National Court Administration, the chief judge of each court, the
President of Judicial Research and Training Institute, the President of Training Institute for Court Officials, or
the President of Supreme Court Library.
Important judicial administrative affairs require a resolution of the Council of Supreme Court Justices.
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Council of Supreme Court Justices
The Council of Supreme Court Justices is the highest deliberative body in judicial administration. It is
composed of all the Justices and presided over by the Chief Justice. A resolution of the Council requires a
quorum of not less than two-thirds of all the Justices and the consent of a majority of Justices present.
The Council decides the following matters: consent to the appointment and reappointment of a judge;
enactment, revision, etc. of the Supreme Court Regulations; collection and publication of judicial
precedents; request for the budget, expenditure of reserve fund, and settlement of accounts; and matters
deemed to be of particular importance and submitted to the Council by the Chief Justice.

Power to Establish Rules and Regulations
The Supreme Court may establish rules and regulations concerning judicial proceedings, internal regulations
within the courts, or management of business insofar as they are not contrary to law. As mentioned above, a
resolution by the Council is required when establishing the Supreme Court Rules and Regulations.

Right to Present an Opinion
If it is deemed necessary to enact or revise Acts related to the organization, personnel affairs, operation,
judicial proceedings, registration, family registration, and other court affairs, the Chief Justice may present in
writing his/her opinion to the National Assembly.

Judicial Researcher
In the Supreme Court, judicial researchers examine and conduct researches on cases filed with the Supreme
Court. Judicial researchers can be appointed from either among judges or non-judges.
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High Courts

Organization
High courts are located in major cities of Korea - Seoul, Busan, Daegu, Gwangju, Daejeon, and Suwon.
In order to enhance judicial accessibility of the litigants, selected high courts established one of its panels
in remote district courts including Chuncheon District Court, Cheongju District Court, Changwon District
Court, Jeonju District Court and Jeju District Court.

Jurisdiction
High courts hear appeals from judgments, rulings or orders rendered either by a panel of three judges of
district courts and family courts, or by the first-instance court of the Administrative Court. The jurisdiction of
high courts is exercised by a panel of three judges.
By the implementation of the dual system on personnel affairs for judges, high court judges are appointed
from among legal professionals who apply for the position with substantial legal experience, and the
appointee would not be transferred to district courts and work only at high courts unless there are special
circumstances.
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District Courts and Branch Courts
Organization
Currently, there are 18 district
courts all over the country. In
each district court, there is an
administration bureau to handle
judicial administrative affairs.
Branch court(s), and/or municipal
court(s) may be established under
a district court. Currently, there are
40 branch courts nationwide.

Jurisdiction
District courts or its branch courts
retain original jurisdiction over civil
and criminal cases. In general, a
single judge presides over a trial
whereas a panel of three judges is
required to sit for cases deemed of greater importance by laws, which fall under the following criteria:
• Civil cases
Cases involving a controversial amount exceeding 200 million Korean won (approximately US$177,651 as
of March 2019) or incalculable amounts. There are exceptions for cases involving the claim for payment of
checks or bills and financial institution’s claim for repayment of loans, which are presided over by a single
judge regardless of the amount in controversy.
• Criminal cases
Sentences of death penalty, life imprisonment, or imprisonment for a minimum of one year. There are
also exceptions for cases such as check counterfeiting, habitual use of violence, habitual larceny, etc.
which are presided over by a single judge.
In addition, district courts have jurisdiction over appeals against judgments or rulings rendered by a single
judge of the district court, branch court or municipal court. This appellate jurisdiction is exercised by a panel
of three judges, which is called an appellate panel, like a trial panel of three judges.
Municipal courts exercise original jurisdiction over minor cases. Currently, 100 municipal courts are situated
across the nation. Municipal courts have jurisdiction over small claim cases in which the amount in dispute
does not exceed 20 million Korean won (approximately US$17,765 as of March 2019) and misdemeanor
cases in which the courts may impose penal detention or a fine not exceeding 200,000 Korean won
(approximately US$177 as of March 2019).
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Specialized Courts
Patent Court
In the past, the Korean Intellectual Property
Office (KIPO) had rendered two-tier
administrative judgments with regard to
disputes on the rights of patent, utility model,
design, or trademark. Appeals against KIPO’s
decisions could be directly filed with the
Supreme Court, without any prior lower court
trials.
However, as part of judicial reform on March
1, 1998, the Patent Court was established
at the same level as a high court, with its
jurisdiction being hearing of appeals against
the decisions of the Intellectual Property
Tribunal as the first instance trial. Appeals against the Patent Court’s decision can go directly to the
Supreme Court, allowing the Patent Court to operate in a two-tier system.
With the amendment of the Court Organization Act on January 1, 2016, the jurisdiction over appellate
trial of patent infringement cases is also vested in the Patent Court. As a result, panels comprised of three
judges of district courts (Seoul Central District Court, Busan District Court, Daegu District Court, Gwangju
District Court, and Daejeon District Court) handle trials of patent infringement cases as first-instance court.
The Patent Court hears appeals as second-instance court, and appeals against the Patent Court’s decision
can be filed with the Supreme Court, the third and final instance court.
The Patent Court has technical examiners who have degrees in various fields of natural science, technology,
and other professionally related fields to assist judges on the technical matters of patent and utility model
cases by providing consultation and expertise to judges.

Family Court
Family courts were first established on October 1, 1963 in order to provide exclusive jurisdiction over
domestic relations and juvenile offense cases. In the past, family courts were first established only in Seoul
and Busan as district-level courts. However, the status of family branch courts under Daejeon District
Court, Daegu District Court and Gwangju District Court were elevated to a district-level family court on
March 1, 2012, and 16 branch courts under those district courts were established accordingly. Ulsan Family
Court was established in 2018. In regions without family courts, district courts or branch courts play the
role of family courts.
In 1998, in addition to domestic relations and juvenile offense cases, family court was provided with the
power to rule domestic violence cases under the Special Act for the Punishment of Domestic Violence.
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The court was also provided with the authority to issue Domestic Violence Victim Protective Order in
October 2011, allowing victims of domestic violence to directly file an injunction to isolate domestic violence
offenders and other related orders to the family court. With enforcement of Act on Special Cases Concerning
the Punishment, etc. of Child Abuse Crimes on September 29, 2014, family court’s jurisdiction was expanded
to hear cases concerning protection of abused children and protective orders against child abusers to protect
child victims. Also, since July 1, 2013, adult guardianship system has been introduced to provide a more
wide-range and flexible protection to those with mental constraint out of diseases, disabilities, old age and
other reasons.
Domestic relations cases are heard either by a panel of three judges or a single judge. Juvenile offense and
domestic violence cases are heard by a single judge. Each
family court has a mediation committee for mediation
of family disputes and investigative officers to conduct
necessary investigation.

Administrative Court
Seoul Administrative Court was established in Seoul on
March 1, 1998. In other regions, the respective district
court performs the function of the administrative court
until new administrative court is established within the
region.
Administrative Courts hear tax, eminent domain, labor
and other administrative cases. In the past, the exhaustion
of administrative remedies was a requirement for filing
an administrative lawsuit with the court. However, with the establishment of the Administrative Court,
an administrative lawsuit may be filed without first resorting to administrative remedies unless otherwise
provided by law.

Bankruptcy Court
On March 1, 2017, Seoul Bankruptcy Court, the first special court to exclusively hear rehabilitation and
bankruptcy cases, was established in Korea. Seoul Bankruptcy Court has jurisdiction over cases concerning
corporate rehabilitation, corporate bankruptcy, general rehabilitation, individual rehabilitation, individual
bankruptcy, cross-border insolvency and other such related cases. In regions without bankruptcy courts,
district courts in relative jurisdiction handle insolvency cases until a bankruptcy court is established.
However, with an exceptional jurisdiction, Gangneung Branch Court of Chuncheon District Court has
jurisdiction over individual rehabilitation and individual bankruptcy cases (Gangneung-si, Donghae-si,
Samcheok-si, Sokcho-si, Yangyang-gun, and Goseong-gun).
Establishment of Seoul Bankruptcy Court is expected to make considerable contribution to enhancing public
trust in trials and substantially realizing the rule of law in debt restructuring and personal debt adjustment
procedure.
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National Court Administration
Composition
The Minister of the National Court Administration (NCA), under the direction and supervision of the Chief
Justice, is responsible for all the tasks of the institution as well as the administrative affairs of the court. The
Vice Minister assists the Minister in implementing all work of the institution. The Chief Justice appoints the
Minister and the Vice Minister of the NCA. The Minister is appointed among the Justices. The Vice Minister is
appointed among those who are judges.
Currently, the NCA is comprised of three Offices and three Bureaus: Planning and Coordination Office,
Judicial Proceedings Support Office, Administrative Management Office, Registration Bureau, Judicial IT
Bureau, and Supreme Court Litigation Bureau. Also, several key positions at the NCA include Inspector
General for Judicial Ethics, Director General of Personnel Affairs, Director of Personnel Management,
Director General of Public Relations, and Director General of Security Management.

Duties and Functions
The Planning and Coordination Office administers court activity of planning and coordination for judicial
operation, international affairs, judicial information system management and development, request,
allocation and execution of judicial budget, organization reform, and court facilities management. The
Judicial Proceedings Support Office is responsible for the operation and improvement of trial systems
including revision of trial procedure regulations and procedures for civil, criminal, family and
bankruptcy cases. The Administrative Management Office is responsible for executing general
administrative affairs including Supreme Court facility management, finance, and human
resources management.
The Registration Bureau administers real estate and corporation registration,
family relation registration, and deposit. The Judicial IT Bureau is responsible for
setting judicial IT policies, budget and contract, and managing and developing
judicial information network. The Supreme Court Litigation Bureau is
responsible for receiving cases, managing case records and general supervision
over court officials in courts of all levels.
The Inspector General for Judicial Ethics conducts activities and measures with
regard to enhancing overall judicial ethics. The Director General of Personnel
Affairs handles personnel matters of judges, and the Director of Personnel
Management handles personnel matters of court employees.
The Director General of Public Relations manages
public relations of the judiciary and the Director
General of Security Management prepares
countermeasures in case of a
state emergency.
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Judicial Research and Training Institute
Overview
The Judicial Research and Training Institute (JRTI) is
an institute in charge of policy research and training
for both judges and judicial trainees admitted by the
Supreme Court. The institute opened on January
1, 1971. The JRTI also provides classes for those
specially requested by the government institutions.

Organization
The JRTI is comprised of President, Vice President,
professors and lecturers. The President of JRTI is
appointed by the Chief Justice among judges with
the rank of Chief Judge of a high court. The Vice President is appointed by the Chief Justice among public
prosecutors with the rank of Chief Prosecutor. The Chief Justice also appoints professors from among
judges, public prosecutors, lawyers, or others with a qualifying degree.

Duties and Functions

∙ Judicial training for judges
As the way of nurturing legal professionals evolves with time, the JRTI is shifting its function to become an
institution that focuses on trainings for incumbent judges. To this end, the JRTI has enhanced the training
program for newly appointed judges with legal experience and opened a training program for experienced
judges so as to establish the training program in line with the newly adopted judge-recruitment system
of appointing judges from various legal professions including lawyers and prosecutors, and the life-time
judgeship system. Based on such training system, the JRTI is currently operating training program for
foreign judges as well.
∙ Training for candidate judicial researchers (non-judge) and assistant officials, and job training for
judicial researchers (non-judge) and assistant officials
These training programs provide education to cultivate capabilities to carry out their jobs and to establish
values as court officials.
∙ Judicial policy research
The JRTI conducts researches on mid to long-term judicial policies related to trainings of judges and uses
its accumulated results to improve trials, support law schools with practical legal education, and carry out
legal education projects with the goal of enhancing public’s understanding of justice.
∙ Judicial training for National Judicial Examination passers
In the past, those who successfully passed the National Judicial Examination and completed the two-year
training program at the JRTI could be admitted to the legal profession. However, with changes made to
the way of nurturing legal professionals, such function of the JRTI is expected to be terminated in 2020.
www.eng.scourt.go.kr
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Judicial Policy Research Institute
Overview
The Judicial Policy Research Institute (JPRI) was
established on March 10, 2014 as an independent
research institute in order to conduct research
on improving the judicial and trial systems.

Organization
The JPRI is comprised of a President, one chief
research fellow, research fellows and researchers.
The President is appointed by the Chief Justice of
the Supreme Court from among judges or public
officials in political service, with the consent
of the Supreme Court Justices’ Council. The
President supervises the overall administration
and operation of the Institute under the direction
of the Chief Justice. Research fellows and researchers are appointed by the Chief Justice or by the Chief
Justice upon recommendation of the President of the Institute, from among judges, attorneys-at-law, and
persons who acquired degrees and possess the pertinent record of performance or experience.

Composition

∙ Future Judicial Center
Conducts research on the desirable future judiciary such as a long term development plan related to the
judicial system.
∙ Integrated Judicial Center
Pursues integrated judicial research through connecting basic legal studies such as legal psychology and
law and economics to adjacent fields of studies such as communications.
∙ Judicial Center for Unification
Conducts judicial research for supporting the judiciary in preparation for unification and conducts
research on North Korea's judicial system.
∙ Foreign Judicial Center
Exchanges judicial achievements through foreign judicial studies such as studies on international rules and
foreign judicial systems.
∙ Legal Education Center
Provides general legal education for the public.
∙ Judicial System Center
Conducts research to improve and advance the general judicial system such as the trial proceedings, nonlitigation procedures, compulsory execution procedures, etc.
22 |
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Training Institute for Court Officials
Overview
The Training Institute for Court
Officials (TICO) plans and provides
training and development programs
for court clerks, marshals and other
staff members of the judiciary who
are deemed necessary by the Chief
Justice (the staff members of the
Constitutional Court, Korea Legal Aid
Corporation, the family relationship
register office, etc). The Institute was
founded on September 1, 1979.

Organization
TICO is comprised of President, professors and lecturers. The President (vice-minister level) carries out all
the tasks of the Institute under the direction of the Chief Justice and supervises all the staff members of the
Institute. A court official appointed as a professor becomes director level and a court official appointed as a
lecturer becomes deputy-director level, which are equivalent to court official grade IV and V respectively.

Training Programs

∙ Management level training program
Management level training program is composed of a policy innovation training for court officials
higher than grade II, a leadership innovation training for court officials promoted as grade IV, an entrylevel management innovation training for court officials passed a grade V promotion test, and a service
innovation training for court officials lower than grade V.
∙ Job training program
Job training programs consist of three courses: basic, practical and professional. The basic course is
designed for new court officials who passed the grade V or IX open competitive examination and officials
who passed the grade VII promotion test. The practical course is composed of entry-level practical course
for court officials grade VIII and IX, middle-level practical course for court officials grade VI and VII, and
high-level practical course for court officials grade V. The professional course is provided to grade V to
VII court officials who perform their duties under their authority. The officials include officials for trial
participation, registration, deposit, and others.
∙ Special training program
Special training programs include theory education and information technology training for officials
working at particular posts such as family investigation officers, court guards, execution officers, office
workers of execution office, family relationship register officials from the executive branch and others.
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Supreme Court Library
Overview
The Supreme Court Library conducts research, collects and
compiles judicial resources such as judicial decisions, statutes, legal
materials, historical data and other information and, is responsible
for managing or making them available for the purposes of
supporting judicial services and improving the legal environment.

Collection
The Supreme Court Library in the Supreme Court building
possesses a collection of around 300,000 volumes. The library in
the Judicial Research and Training Institute also owns a collection of
around 150,000 volumes. The total collections of local court libraries
nationwide, which are under the supervision of the Supreme Court
Library, amount to approximately two million volumes.

Publications
The Supreme Court Library has published the Collection of Supreme Court Decisions, Commentaries on
Supreme Court Decisions, Korean Supreme Court Reports, Korean Lower Court Reports (trial and appellate
courts), Supreme Court Law Review, Court Materials and References on Legal Issues, Supreme Court
Decisions (in English and Chinese), Supreme Court Law Journal, etc.

Judicial Information System (JIS)
The Judicial Information System is an integrated legal information system available through the Supreme
Court website or the court intranet. Under this system, information on judicial decisions, acts and statutes,
legal publications, etc. is organically integrated for use in an array of applications including trials, scholarly
research and legal education.

International Exchange
The Supreme Court Library has donated Korean legal books every year by concluding an MOU on Donation
of Korean Legal Books with major foreign libraries such as law libraries of foreign universities. In addition,
the Supreme Court Library has concluded data exchange agreements with institutes for legal studies in
foreign countries and exchanged materials with foreign institutions.

Collection, Compilation and Exhibition of Judicial History Materials
The Supreme Court Library collects valuable research materials for the Korean judicial history and holds a
special exhibition every other year. The materials and resources may be in the forms of record, artifact and
object.
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Sentencing Commission
Overview
The Sentencing Commission was established on April 27, 2007 as an independent commission affiliated with
the Supreme Court in order to ensure the fair and objective sentencing in which the people can have their
confidence, taking into account the sound common sense of the people. The Commission is responsible
for establishing or amending the sentencing guidelines and also researching and deliberating on relevant
sentencing policies.

Composition
The Sentencing Commission is composed of 13 members including one chairperson and one standing
commissioner who is not the chairperson among the members. The chairperson and commissioners are
appointed or commissioned by the Chief Justice. Their term of office is two years and renewable. The
rest of the members of the commission except the chairperson are four judges, two prosecutors who are
recommended by the Minister of Justice, two attorneys-at-law who are recommended by the President of the
Korea Bar Association, two professors of law, and two persons with extensive knowledge and experience.

Expert Counsels
To perform the professional survey and research,
the Commission can also have 15 or less part-time
expert counsels. At present, 12 expert counsels
including judges, public prosecutors, lawyers and
professors are active.

General Secretariat
The General Secretariat provides necessary
administrative support and assistance to the
Commission and is responsible for the research and analysis of sentencing materials.

Effect of Sentencing Guidelines
Although the sentencing guidelines do not have the legal binding power, judges should respect the
sentencing guidelines when they choose the kinds of punishment and determine the periods of punishment.
In addition, when any court hands down a judgment in deviation of the sentencing guidelines, the court
should enter the grounds in its written judgment.

Establishment of Sentencing Guidelines
The Sentencing Commission sets individual and gradual guideline criteria based on comparative study
of foreign sentencing systems. Also, by collecting the public opinion widely through public hearings and
receiving references from relevant institutions, the Commission reflects the opinions in establishing the
sentencing guidelines.
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Judges

Qualifications
The Constitution of the Republic of Korea stipulates that qualifications for judges shall be set by the law.
Accordingly, the Court Organization Act classifies judges into the Chief Justice, Justices and judges and
sets forth the qualifications for judges as below. The Chief Justice and Justices of the Supreme Court are
appointed among those who are at least 45 years of age and have been in any of the following offices for at
least 20 years:
∙Judge, prosecutor or attorney-at-law;
∙Person who is admitted to the bar and has been engaged in legal affairs at a government agency, local
government, national or public corporation, government-funded organization or other corporations; and
∙Person who is qualified as an attorney-at-law and has been in the office higher than the assistant professor
in jurisprudence at an authorized college or university.
Judges are appointed among those who have been in any of the above offices for at least 10 years. However,
the Act sets forth the required length of employment period as: at least five years from January 1, 2018 to
December 31, 2021; at least 7 years from January 1, 2022 to December 31, 2025; and at least ten years after
January 1, 2026.
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Appointment of Judges
The Chief Justice and Justices of the Supreme Court are appointed by the President of the nation with the
consent of the National Assembly. As for Justices, the Chief Justice has to first submit recommendations for
appointment to the President. Judges are appointed by the Chief Justice following the deliberation of the
Judges Personnel Committee and with the consent of the Council of Supreme Court Justices. Judges are
assigned to their posts by the Chief Justice.

Term of Office and Retirement
The term of office of the Chief Justice and Justices is six years and that of judges is ten years. Whereas the
Chief Justice can only serve a single term, Justices and judges can serve additional terms.
Judges must leave office when they reach retirement age even if their term remains. The retirement age of
the Chief Justice and Justices is 70 and judges retire at the age of 65.

Guarantee of Status
Guarantee of judges’ status is a requisite to the independence of trials. No judge is subject to involuntary
dismissal from office except by an impeachment or a sentence of imprisonment or heavier. Further, judges
are not subject to suspension from office, a reduction in remuneration, or unfavorable treatments except by
disciplinary measures.

Secondment of Judges
When other government agencies request secondment of judges to the Chief Justice, permission may
be granted if it is deemed proper in light of the nature of service, and with judge's consent. Judges are
seconded to the Constitutional Court, the Board of Audit and Inspection, the National Assembly, the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, Korean embassies and diplomatic missions abroad, the International Criminal Court, the
Hague Conference on Private International Law, and the Vietnam Judicial Academy.

Court Officials
Composition
Court officials are categorized by the duties of judicial administration, technical examination, technical
affairs and operational management. The judicial administration category is further divided into the court
affairs, registration affairs, information technology, statistics, court guard, library, language interpretation,
administrative affairs, stenography, security management and emergency preparation. Court officials
responsible for the court affairs are ranked from grade I to grade IX.
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Duties of Court Officials
Court officials assist the court proceedings and manage various court affairs by writing reports, archiving
records, issuing relevant certificates on the litigation, servicing of document, along with many other
duties. Their responsibilities also include non-litigation affairs such as the registrations of real estate and
corporation, registration of family relations, managing deposits, etc.

Judicial Assistant Officials
Judicial assistant officials are selected among those who have served for longer than 5 years as court official
of grade V or higher grade, and 10 years as court official of grade VII or higher grade. After completion of the
training program, judicial assistant officials handle non-litigation cases which do not constitute substantive
lawsuits, such as confirmation of litigation fees, demanding for payment, public summons, and auction.
Judicial assistant officials specialize in administering particular types of judicial affairs for a long term to
provide expeditious and efficient service for the public with high level of expertise.

Law Clerks
Qualifications
The Court Organization Act allows each court to appoint law clerks among persons who are qualified as
attorneys-at-law. Law clerks are hired on a contract basis and their tenure is limited to three years.

Duties
Law clerks assigned at each court conduct investigations and researches on matters related to hearings and
trials upon receiving the order from the Chief Judge of the court.

Other Judicial Professions
Types of Judicial Professions
Other types of legal professions include the public prosecutor, lawyer, notary public, judicial scrivener and
enforcement officer.
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Duties and Functions of Courts
Civil Trials
Civil trials are for the disputes over property rights and legal relations that arise in everyday life.

Criminal Trials
In criminal trials, the court determines the guilt or innocence of the indicted defendant and
imposes punishments when the accused is determined guilty.

Family, Juvenile and Family Protection Trials
Family trials resolve disputes among family members and relatives. Juvenile protection trials
deliver decisions for environmental adjustments and protective dispositions for correction of
conduct in juvenile criminal cases involving juveniles under the age of 19. Family protection
trials deliver decisions for environmental adjustments and protective dispositions for correction
of conduct in domestic violence cases among family members.

Administrative Trials
Administrative trials resolve disputes over the illegality of feasance or nonfeasance by
administrative agencies and disputes over the legal relations under public law.

Patent Trials
Trials for revocation of decisions determine whether to cancel decisions made by the
Intellectual Property Trial and Appeal Board due to its unlawfulness. Patent trials also include
appellate trials for patent infringement cases appealed against the decisions of trial courts.

Bankruptcy and Rehabilitation Proceedings
Bankruptcy and rehabilitation proceedings facilitate efficient rehabilitation of debtors unable
to reimburse the debt or facing distress due to financial difficulties by realizing and dividing the
properties of debtors for the creditors (bankruptcy proceeding), or through coordination of
legal relations among interested persons, such as creditors, under the supervision of the court
(rehabilitation proceeding).

Non-Litigation Cases
Although they do not form trial proceedings in a strict sense, non-litigation procedures are the
court affairs where the court assists and engages in the procedures of creation, alteration or
extinguishment of personal rights. Examples of non-litigation procedures include registration,
family registration and deposit. Also considered as non-litigation cases are the dissolution and
liquidation of juristic person, establishment of trust, appointment of inspector and liquidation
of corporation.
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History

The introduction of information system for judicial affairs greatly enhanced the efficiency of work processes
in courts and enabled the provision of various convenient judicial information services for the public,
such as through the comprehensive legal information, case information search, court auction information,
online registration information and electronic family relations registration information systems. The recent
developments of the information and communications technology enabled composition and exchange
of electronic documents on a daily basis and there had been growing public demand for open judicial
information and communication between the courts and citizens. The judiciary therefore established
electronic litigation system based on the world-leading competency accumulated through the judicial
informatization process to meet the high expectation of the public.
The judiciary took its first step to establish an electronic system by requesting the Korea Advanced Institute
of Science and Technology (KAIST) to conduct a feasibility study for the computerization of the judiciary
in 1979. By 1986, the judiciary developed the computerized civil case management system, and completed
the installation of case management system (CMS) at all courts nation-wide. A customizable system named
JUSTICE, an abbreviation for Judge’s Unified System for Intelligent Case Management, was established in
2007 to assist the judges’ trial affairs by providing various features such as trial scheduling, case progress
management and electronic writing of judgment. The Supreme Court IT Center, upon the completion of its
construction in 2008, began its operation to serve as a major infrastructure for the integrated operation of
the judicial information system. Three supplementary data centers located in Daejeon, Busan and Gwangju
add stability to the judicial information services provided around the clock.
The Supreme Court plans to establish the Registration IT Center in Sejong City as the second IT center by
2020 to create a stable mutual back-up mechanism among IT centers to provide stable judicial information
services in cases of possible disaster or accident.
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Case Management System
Currently, all judges and court officials in the nation use a computer-based case management system to
electronically process the trial affairs. The system supports the electronic case managements of all case types
including civil, family, criminal and administrative cases.

Electronic Litigation
The electronic litigation system enables litigants to file complaints, be serviced with the litigation documents
and view the documents on an electronic platform. Eliminating the need to visit the court in person, the
system helps reduce the cost for the litigants and expedites convenient access to the judicial services.
Starting from patent cases in 2010, the coverage of electronic litigation expanded to civil cases in 2011;
family, administrative and application cases in 2013; bankruptcy cases in 2014; and enforcement and nonlitigation cases in 2015. The electronic litigation now accommodates all types of cases except for criminal
cases. The percentage of electronically filed civil cases surpassed 70% by late 2017, representing the
increasing use of the electronic litigation procedure.
In line with the increase in the use of electronic litigations, the judiciary developed an electronic courtroom
model equipped with overhead projector, beam projector, large display monitor and other equipment to
support hearings of electronic litigations. As of late 2017, a total of 450 electronic courtrooms are built and
in use, and the judiciary plans to replace all traditional courtrooms into the electronic ones including the
criminal courtrooms by 2021. In addition, the effort for greater transparency and efficiency of electronic
litigations will continue by introducing the video conference system for testimonies from remote locations to
enhance the efficiency of evidence examinations.
The judiciary is now pushing forward with the strategic plans for the next-generation electronic litigation
system by re-designing the paper-based work processes into computer-based ones and conducting
researches on devising a future-oriented electronic litigation model that can flexibly adapt to the everincreasing demand for and changes of the information and communications technology.

Public Judicial Services
The judiciary provides judicial information services for the public on the Supreme Court website; website for
self-represented litigation; comprehensive legal information system; judgment search system; registry system
and online registry website; family relations registration information system and electronic deposit website.
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